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to-co""i *utiong run economic

The above pricing strategy does not allow for differential pricing during slack
and peak periods of demand for the enterprise's services. Demand may be so
slack that even were prices set to cover only current operating costs the level of
services demanded might be well short of full capacity. On the other hand,
capacity could be so restrictive that pricing to cover not only current operating
costs but also the loss in value of assets plus the opportunity cost of capital may
still not ration available capacity appropriately. Significant excess demand might
be present either for most of the time or at particular peak demand periods.
Prices would not be high enough to cover the additional marginal opportunity
cost of not supplying customers who would be prepared to pay much more for the
service but are denied access because of the capacity constraint and because
access is obtained ahead of them by customers who value the service less.

Alternarive prrci"g stxategy. An altemative approach is to price individual
services flexibly so that available capacity just meets demand at all times without
excessive queuing including during any peak or slack period (with the proviso
that prices would not go lower than current operating costs when reducing prices
to increase demand during slack periods). with this pricing strategy, the
economic rate of return eamed on each service would indicate whether new
investment should be undertaken to increase capacity or whether capacity should
be reduced. Capacity would be increased when sustainable economic retums
above required rates of return were realised and capacity decreased when less
than the required rate of return was realised. In general, if a business unit is part
of the core operation of an enterprise, the required rate of retum of the unit would
correspond with the enterprise's overall target retum. Differences would arise,
however, if the market risk of the business unit were significantly different from
the overall market risk of the enterprise (see Section 3.2).

This practical pricing and capacity strategy incorporates economic pricing
principles by always aiming to achieve maximum utilisation of available
capacity. Its operation is illusrrated in Figure 4 (from Mayo 1989) under the
simplifying assumptions that both operating costs and capacity (capital) costs of
a service provided by a public enterprise remain constant with increasing output
and no additional costs are incurred as the capacity limit is approached.
Operating costs per unit of time are kept to a minimum at the level b and capital
costs (including economic depreciation and the financial opportunity cost of
capital) of c per unit time, allocated over the duration of the two demands, D3
andD2, which are sufficiently strong to exceed operating costs, b, at the capacity
limit Q1. Demand D1 is so weak that it falls below b at the capacity limit.
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